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A framework for happiness and well-being
When we understand the underlying psychology of human
behaviour, we can focus on managing the causes, rather than
reacting to the symptoms.
When we have a framework for wellbeing, we know where to
focus our attention rather than relying on trial and error.
We can intentionally create a system and culture which
minimises stress and conflict, increases happiness, wellbeing
and success, and improves relationships.
At the same time we can utilise our knowledge of human
behaviour to manage stress, solve problems and get the best
out of life.
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William Glasser, 88, Doctor Who Said One
Could Choose Happiness, Is Dead
By PAUL VITELLO
Published: September 4, 2013

Dr. William Glasser, a psychiatrist who published more than two dozen books promoting his view
that mental health is mostly a matter of personal choice, a precept that found a vast popular
audience and influenced teachers, drug counselors and personal therapists, died on Aug. 23 in Los
Angeles. He was 88.
Dr. William Glasser books "Reality Therapy" and "Choice Theory" sold widely. Dr. Glasser's first
popular book, "Reality Therapy," published in 1965, sold 1.5 million copies. It became the foundation
for a series of how-to books about resolving emotional and mental problems by accepting
responsibility for them. By avoiding the urge to blame others, or to relive past hurts, Dr. Glasser
asserted, people could find happiness essentially by choosing behaviors that improved their
relationships, and increased their chances for happiness.
"We choose everything we do, including the misery we feel," he wrote in a 1998 book called "Choice
Theory: A New Psychology of Personal Freedom." "Other people can neither make us miserable nor
make us happy." He added, "Choice theory teaches that we are much more in control of our lives
than we realize."
Dr. Glasser's 1965 best seller and a 1969 sequel, "Schools Without Failure," in which he tailored his
ideas to the classroom, were among many books published in the 1960s by psychotherapists who
proposed alternatives to the Freudian model of prolonged, deep-dredging psychoanalysis, which
they rejected. Dr. Glasser's approach, like many of the others, shifted power from the analyst to the
patient, emphasizing the ability of individuals to shape their own lives rather than be shaped by
personal history.
But unlike some new therapies, Dr. Glasser's was emphatically drug-free and built on traditions of
self-reliance and some core principles, among them:
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Dr. Glasser trained therapists and others mainly through the William Glasser Institute, a nonprofit
organization he founded outside Chicago. In his book "Choice Theory," he summarized its strategy as
helping patients and schoolchildren to shift their view of reality fundamentally - from one where
behavior is controlled externally by coercion, to one where individuals control their own behavior in an
atmosphere of "love, friendship, negotiation and trust."
Teachers, along with marriage therapists and drug counselors, have been enthusiastic proponents of
Dr. Glasser's approach.
In "Schools Without Failure," Dr. Glasser urged teachers to abandon coercive methods like class
ranking and punitive grading. To help children assume responsibility for their own behavior and
academic record, he said, teachers should develop "caring relationships" with students, sign contracts
binding both teacher and pupil to certain standards of behavior and performance, connect all lessons
to everyday experiences and never give a failing grade.
"There is no real reason to fail a child," Dr. Glasser said in a 1988 interview. "Once children start failing,
they begin to believe that they can't do anything. They give up."
Dr. Glasser had many critics. Some were skeptical that children could assume so much responsibility
for themselves. Others objected to his assertion that Reality Therapy was useful in treating serious
mental illnesses like schizophrenia.
Asked in a 2002 interview whether his theories were naïve, as some critics contended, Dr. Glasser said
naïveté was no sin if the methods worked, and he insisted that they did.
"I am naïve," he said, but added, "People listen to me."
William Glasser was born on May 11, 1925, and grew up in Cleveland, the son of Betty and Ben
Glasser. His father worked as a watch and clock repairman. He was a painfully shy young man, he told
interviewers, and felt obligated by his family's modest means to seek an education that would provide
a good job.
But after earning a degree in chemical engineering in 1945 from what is now Case Western Reserve
University, Dr. Glasser found himself so unhappy in his work that he returned to the university a few
years later to study psychology and earn a second bachelor's degree.
He earned a medical degree from Case Western in 1953, completed his residency at a Veterans
Administration hospital in Los Angeles, and took his first job as a staff psychiatrist at a reform school for
girls in Ventura, Calif., where he found many of the case studies that he later used in Reality Therapy.
In a 1984 interview with The Los Angeles Times, Dr. Glasser said he formulated his basic ideas while
serving his residency at the V.A. hospital.
"What they taught, in effect, was that you aren't responsible for your miserable problems because
you are the victim of factors and circumstances beyond your control," he said. "I objected to that. My
thrust was that patients have to be worked with as if they have choices to make. My question is
always, 'What are you going to do about your life, beginning today?' "
At the end of his residency, he added, "I was thrown off the staff."
The Get Happier School Training Series, Resources Pack. Ivan Honey and Associates Pty Ltd. Copyright 2020
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Life is a Highway
(Rascal Flatts)
Life's like a road that you travel on
When there's one day here and the next day gone
Sometimes you bend,
Sometimes you stand
Sometimes you turn your back to the wind
There's a world outside ev'ry darkened door
Where blues won't haunt you anymore
Where brave are free and lovers soar
Come ride with me to the distant shore
We won't hesitate
To break down the garden gate
There's not much time left today
[Chorus:}
Life is a highway
I wanna ride it all night long
If you're going my way
I wanna drive it all night long
Through all these cities and all these towns
It's in my blood and it's all around
I love you now like I loved you then
This is the road ad these are the hands
From Mozambique to those Memphis nights
The Khyber Pass to Vancouver's lights
Knock me down get back up again
[Chorus:}
Life is a highway
I wanna ride it all night long
If you're going my way
I wanna drive it all night long
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Unhappiness and the Expectation of a
Perfect Journey
The mindset that expects the journey of life to be a perfect straight line to success
will lead to unhappiness. Life is not like this. A mindset that recognizes, accepts and
enjoys the unpredictability of life simply focuses on making the most effective or
optimal choice in any given situation. This mindset will always result in higher levels
of happiness and empowerment.
The Perfectionist Mindset

The Optimal Choice Mindset

● Journey as a straight line.

● Journey as an uneven, twisting road

● Focus on changing or controlling
others (others or things must change
for me to be happy).

● Focus on managing self (I must
change for me to be happy)

● Rejects failure as a disaster.

● Accepts failure as a learning process.

● Rejects painful emotions.

● Accepts the reality and uses of pain.

● Rejects success.

● Accepts and appreciates success.

● Rejects reality.

● Accepts reality.

● Fear of failure.

● Failure is just feedback, and an
opportunity to self evaluate.

● Focus on destination.

● Focus on journey and destination

● All or nothing thinking.

● Clear and complex thinking

● Defensive.

● Open to suggestion

● Fault finder.

● Benefit finder

● Rigid.

● Adaptable

● I can and should be happy without
being sad.

● I notice my feelings and take
effective action to manage and move
towards getting happier.

Can you relate to some of the characteristics of
the perfectionist mindset?
How do these characteristics affect your life?

‘The road to mastery is filled with pitfalls, roadblocks, detours and 'shiny'
alternatives. And it's all uphill. It's crowded at the beginning, and nearly empty by
the end. It has hecklers, doubters, quitters and whingers lining the edges. Mastery
is the marathon race to defeat your own demons of self-doubt and fear. If you
undertake it to please others, you'll run out of fuel. If you do it because you like the
idea of it, you'll quit, exhausted. Take the journey so you can know you. It's worth it
for the opportunity to see you as you really are, and to grow from there.’
Author Unknown
Ivan Honey and Associates Pty Ltd. Toolbox for Teams Booklet. Copyright 2017
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Ivan Honey’s Looney Logic
1. The truth is not that you hurt my feelings but
that I hurt my own feelings because of the
things I told myself about the way you
reacted to me.

2. Its not that you make me feel bad but that I
make myself feel bad because I am dwelling
on certain things which are creating those
feelings.

3. The Truth is not that I can’t help the way I
feel but that I can help the way I feel but I’ve
still chosen to become upset.

4. Rather than you embarrassing me I am
embarrassing myself.

The Get Happier Experience Resource Pack – Copyright Ivan Honey 2017
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COMMON ERRORS IN LOGIC
Do you recognise any of these? Which one is your favourite?
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10.

9.

8.

7.

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

My$problem(s)$were$caused$by$event(s)$in$my$past,$and$that’s$why$I$have$
problem(s)$now.$
I$should$be$very$upset$by$other$people’s$problems$and$difficulties.$
$

$

I$must$be$loved,$or$at$least$liked,$and$approved$by$every$significant$
person$I$meet.$
$
I$must$be$completely$competent,$make$not$mistakes,$and$achieve$in$
every$possible$way,$if$I$am$to$be$worthwhile.$
$
Some$people$are$bad,$wicked,$or$evil,$and$they$should$be$blamed$and$
punished$for$this.$
$
It$is$dreadful,$nearly$the$end$of$the$world,$when$things$aren’t$how$I$
would$like$them$to$be.$
$
Human$unhappiness,$including$mine,$is$caused$by$factors$outside$of$my$
control,$so$little$can$be$done$about$it.$
$
If$something$might$be$dangerous,$unpleasant,$or$frightening,$I$should$
worry$about$it$a$great$deal.$
$
It’s$easier$to$put$off$something$difficult$or$unpleasant$than$it$is$to$face$up$
to$it.$
$
I$need$someone$stronger$than$myself$to$depend$on.$
$

TEN$$TOP$$IRRATIONAL$$BELIEFS$

34$

9. My$problem(s)$may$have$started$in$some$past$events,$but$what$keeps$it$(them)$going$
now$are$my$thoughts$and$actions,$and$they$are$under$my$control.$
$
10. It$is$sad$to$see$other$people$in$trouble,$but$I$don’t$help$them$by$making$myself$
miserable.$I$can$cope$with$feeling$sad,$and$sometimes$I$can$take$constructive$steps$to$
help$them.$

$
$

1. I$want$to$be$loved$or$liked$and$approved$by$some$of$the$people$in$my$life.$I$will$feel$
disappointed$or$lonely$when$that$doesn’t$happen,$but$I$can$cope$with$those$feelings,$
and$I$can$take$constructive$steps$to$make$and$keep$better$relationship.$
$
2. I$want$to$do$some$things$well,$most$of$the$time.$Like$everybody,$I$will$occasionally$fail$
or$make$a$mistake.$The$n$I$will$feel$bad,$but$I$can$cope$with$that,$and$I$can$take$
constructive$steps$to$do$better$next$time.$
3. It$is$sad$that$most$of$us$do$some$bad$things$from$time$to$time,$and$some$people$do$a$
lot$of$bad$things.$But$making$myself$upset$won’t$change$that.$
$
4. It$is$disappointing$when$things$aren’t$how$I$would$like$them$to$be,$but$I$can$cope$with$
that.$Usually$I$can$take$constructive$steps$to$make$things$more$as$I$would$like$them$to$
be,$but,$if$I$can’t,$it$doesn’t$help$me$to$exaggerate$my$disappointment.$
$
5. My$problem(s)$may$be$influenced$by$factors$outside$my$control,$but$my$thoughts$and$
actions$also$influence$my$problem(s),$and$they$are$under$my$control.$
$
6. Worrying$about$something$that$might$go$wrong$won’t$stop$it$from$happening,$it$just$
makes$me$unhappy$now!$I$can$take$constructive$steps$to$prepare$for$possible$
problems,$and$that’s$as$much$as$anyone$can$do.$So$I$won’t$dwell$on$the$future$now.$
$
7. Facing$difficult$situations$will$make$me$feel$bad$at$the$time,$but$I$can$cope$with$that.$
Putting$off$problems$doesn’t$make$them$any$easier,$it$just$gives$me$longer$to$worry$
about$then.$
8. It’s$good$to$get$support$from$others$when$I$want$it,$but$the$only$person$I$really$need$to$
rely$on$is$myself.$

TEN$$RATIONAL$$IDEAS$
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Mental Relaxation
Feeling better by thinking better!
Whenever you have
bad feelings, say a
coping statement to
yourself and back it
up with constructive
action.
Before or after peaks
of feeling bad, teach
yourself to think more
rationally.
•
•
•

Find the common mistakes in how you are thinking.
Find the irrational beliefs in what you are thinking.
Practice a more rational view.

What to do in those ‘I can’t handle it’
moments
The Basic formula for a coping statement
I expect some bad feelings in this situation but I’ll cope.
I won’t deny my feelings, but I also won’t dwell on them.
If possible, I’ll do something constructive to improve this situation now.
If not, I’ll do something else, pleasant or constructive, to distract me.

The Get Happier Experience Resource Pack – Copyright Ivan Honey 2017
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The Get Happier Framework
Magic Questions
Identify your idea
What do I want to do?________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
What do I hope to accomplish by doing this? What is my underlying reason or
goal? _____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
How important is this idea to me?
On a scale of 1-10 how committed to this idea am I?
1_____________________5______________________10
How much time and energy am I willing to commit to working on this idea?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Preparations

Materials & Resources

Record Keeping

Obstacles & Work Around

Timeline
When?

Support People

How often?

Self Evaluation

Sequence of steps in the timeline?

Commitment
When will I begin? ______/______/_______
When will I re-examine how the plan is working and make necessary
adjustments? ______/_______/______
Who will I share my plan with to help me stay accountable? _________________
The Get Happier Experience Resource Pack – Copyright Ivan Honey 2017
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List effective teacher responses that will help the
student recognise and find better ways to meet
their needs.

The Get Happier School Training Series, Resources Pack. Ivan Honey and Associates Pty Ltd. Copyright 2020

Survival or Freedom
or Belonging

Grumpy, reactive
behaviours

Frustration and consequences

Freedom or Power

Annoyance and lecturing the
student.

Nagging the student,
frustration, threats and
shouting.

Use consequences,
punishment and restorative
practice

Possible Teacher Responses

Love and Belonging

Possible underlying
Need not being met
effectively
Power

Teasing and laughing Fun or Power
at others

Refusing to
cooperate

Attention Getting

Bullying

Ineffective Student
Behaviour

Helping students learn better ways to meet their needs.

4 Wheels 2 Get Happier Planning Sheet

Thinking

Body

Acting

Feelings

The

Get HapPieR

ProjecT
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G
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Essential Principles for finding your way to an

INSPIRED LIFE
Principle One: Be independent of the good opinion of
others.
Principle Two: Be willing to accept the disapproval of others.
Principle Three: Stay detached from outcomes.
Principle Four: Know that we need nothing, ’no – things’ to
be inspired.
Principle Five: Don’t die wondering.
Principle Six:

Remember that our desires won’t arrive by
our schedule.
Wayne Dyer.

The Get Happier Experience Resource Pack – Copyright Ivan Honey 2017
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Discover Your Values
Your Steering Wheel
Social, Physical, Mental, Vocational, Financial, Spiritual, Family
1. How do you fill your space? 1.____________ 2.____________ 3.____________
2. How do you spend your time? 1.____________ 2.____________ 3.___________
3. How do you spend your energy? 1.___________ 2.___________ 3.___________
4. How do you spend your money? _______________________________________
5. Where are you most organised/ordered? ________________________________
6. Where are you most disciplined/reliable?________________________________
7. What do you think about most?_________________________________________
8. What do you envision/visualize most?___________________________________
9. What do you talk to yourself about most?________________________________
10.What do you talk to others about most?_________________________________
11.What are you inspired about most?_____________________________________
12. Where do you set goals towards the most?______________________________
13. What do you read or study about the most?_____________________________
My Values
1. _________________________________________
2. _________________________________________
3. _________________________________________
4. _________________________________________
5. _________________________________________
6. _________________________________________

‘Nothing is
missing.
The Qualities you
see in others are
equally within
yourself.’

7. _________________________________________
8. _________________________________________
Your highest value represents your meaning and purpose in life.

The Get Happier Experience Resource Pack – Copyright Ivan Honey 2017
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Discover Your Values
Your Steering Wheel
My four highest values are:
1.__________________________________________
2.__________________________________________
3.__________________________________________
4.__________________________________________
My purpose in life is:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

This meets my needs for:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

My life motto is:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

The Get Happier Experience Resource Pack – Copyright Ivan Honey 2017
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Affirmations for Wellbeing
Accepting
Accepting myself creates inner peace.
I appreciate myself, and never compare myself to others.
Success is in my DNA.
I carry in my body the genes of success and happiness.
I celebrate my special gifts and uniqueness.
Negotiating
I work things out easily and calmly.
I am a great facilitator for problem solving, healing and growth.
Listening
I listen without judgment.
I listen to learn.
Encouraging
I celebrate everything in my life.
I am thankful for the world, just as it is.
I look for gold everywhere.
Respecting
I always stand up for myself.
I do not subordinate to others.
I add amazing value to whatever I do.
Supporting
My own wellbeing is my highest priority.
Each day, I am reviewing all those things for which I am grateful.
I love one day at a time.
Trusting
I have whatever it takes to get the best out of my life.
I decide what is good for me.
Driver’s Seat
I choose each day to get happier.
Windscreen
I am open to amazing possibilities.
The Get Happier Experience Resource Pack – Copyright Ivan Honey 2017
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Engine
I am loving, free, playful and powerful.
Four Wheels
Every day I choose actions and thoughts that create happiness and
wellbeing.
I think powerful thoughts, take positive action, feel fantastic and live a
quality life.
Steering Wheels
Every day, I affirm my purpose, and take strategic action to move in that
direction.
Magic Questions
Everyday, I self-evaluate in a kind and constructive way, to move closer
to living my own inspired life.
I am continually creating a growth mindset for myself.

The Get Happier Experience Resource Pack – Copyright Ivan Honey 2017
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My Plan for Wellbeing This Year
SMALL choices, strategically applied will always make a BIG difference!

The Hero’s Journey

Open & Dead End Roads

The Heroes Journey

The Windscreen

The Driver’s Seat

The Engine

The Steering Wheel

The 4 Wheels

The Magic Questions

*In each box, write a simple personal plan for yourself and your workplace
©Ivan Honey & Associates Pty Ltd 2018
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